Given that no one network can meet the requirements of most medium-to-large application environments, we must have some way to interconnect networks to allow the services of one to be available to users on the other. Also, users on one network need to communicate to users on another. It is this area of network interconnection that our special issue addresses.
The design and implementation issues involved with network interconnection are far from being settled. Par Hinden, Haverty, and Sheltzer first discuss their development and operational experience gained over the last several years in a real communication system, then go into the notion that a set of gateways forms a packetswitching system built on top of the underlying networks. Finally, they describe the mechanisms needed to perform operational support activities, such as monitoring and control, which are critical to the success of the communication system in a real-world environment.
The fourth article, "Hyperchannel Network Links," is written by two men who are considered among the founders of the local network field, James E. Thornton and Gary S. Christensen of Network Systems Corporation. Hyperchannel hardware and software products provide a 50M-bps communications capability within local areas and across communications links. This article describes two versions of link adapters to interconnect local coaxial cable networks via standard communications facilities. One version, the A710, is used for shorthaul circuits and employs a block-by-block transmission scheme. The second, the A720, is used for long-haul terrestrial or satellite links, in which full-duplex and continuous-block protocols are required. Also described is Network System's Netex software product, which provides standard application-level interfaces to users, ensures that no data are lost, and provides for maximum use of any link type.
The final article in this issue on network interconnection is "Interconnecting Electronic Mail Systems" by David D. Redell and James E. White of Xerox Corporation's Office Products Division. Network interconnection is discussed from an application (electronic mail) point of view. 
